Spanish Schools in Mexico
Mexico has a long tradition when it comes to Spanish Schools, since Mexico and the US are close
neighbords sharing not only a long border but culture also it is imperative for many citizens on
both countries to speak each other language.
Mexico is very well known for it´s hospitality and friendly people, this has been used for many
years by Spanish Schools making it perfect for teaching Spanish thru immersion programs.
Immersion has proven to be the most effective way to learn any language since your brain has to
even think in that new language.

Cuernavaca specifically is a city in Mexico where “neutral Spanish” is spoken and this why many
people from different countries prefer Cuernavaca to go and study Spanish. Neutral Spanish is a
type of Spanish which used accent and terms that are widely used and understood in many
regions. While some people focus on keeping the integrity of Castilian Spanish, TV shows and
movies as well as radio stations have had the need to tone down their Spanish version so people in
a wide range of locations in Latin America can understand them.

Spanish School in Mexico teaching good Spanish
We at Chac-Mool Spanish Institute have wide experience in teaching Spanish and offer diverse
Spanish Campuses in Mexico and Costa Rica and have focused on teaching good Spanish. Our
native speaking Spanish Teachers know how important it is for our students to speak a type of
Spanish that can be widely understood.

Spanish Schools in Mexico that bring results.
At Chac-mool Spanish institute we deliver results, we specialize in Spanish teaching and we make
sure all our students learn Spanish in a fun and fast way. Our Experience teaching Spanish and our
commitment to quality makes us different from the rest of the Spanish Schools in Mexico.
You can feel confident that studying Spanish at Chac-Mool will be your best choice and You will
know good Spanish and will will not feel like you are studying but you will learn Spanish the way
you leaned your native language.
Contact Us to enroll in the Best Spanish School In Mexico.

Call Us
01 777 317 2555
480 338 5147
Privada de la Pradera 108
La Pradera 62170 Cuernavaca, Mor.

